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1. Introduction

The increasing international mobility- of production factors. especially capital. poses well-

known prohlems for tax authorities in open econonries. Of great importance to Eli coun-

tries is the challeuge tu national tax authorities posed bv the liberalization of capital flcnvs

between EL- countries, as evidenced by the Europeau Council directive of June 1988. This

directive was one of se~'eral initiatives to support the functioning of the Single :~farket

in the EL. According to the directive. member countries were to completely liberalize

international movernents of capital before July- 1, 1990. To further financial integration

irt the C'omnutnity-. the Europeau Commission felt that additional steps were calleci for.

.~ genuitre market for fiuancial services shouleí be establislred, as promotecl by' a series of

directices. Seconci. it was deemed important to lessen the obstacles to financial integration

arising frorn cíifferences in taxation across membcr countrics and across financial instru-

ments. anci from tax evasion. In this light, the Commission proposed a directi~'e in `Iay.

198p concerning a common sy'stem of source tax on interest income in the EL~.

The Conunission specifically- proposed the introduction of a minimum C'ornrnrmitv-wide

~~~ithholclin; tax ou interest pay'ruents made to all Communitv restdents to counrer tL~. iisks

of distorrion. e~'asion, and avoidance in the present system. The minimurn tax rate should

be 1~ pct.. corresponding to abciut the average of existing withholding taxes on interest in

EC' couurries.

Thc proposal, however. allowed several exemptions from the 15 pct. withholding tax.

so that harcílv all iuterest pay-ments accruing to EC citizens would be subject to the tax.

~Ianc ecouonrisrs and lay.rnen were to different degrees critical of the proposal. Onc point

~~-as the failure of the proposal to take into account third countries. Giovannini (1989. pp.

3G9-70) notes: ~~Europe ís not a dosed economy-, and taxing capital income at the same rate

within the EEC, given the current structure of tax systems. will not avoid an outflow to

tax havcns. This outHow could occur through countries which are presently. imposing few

or no capital controls, giving rise to a boom of financial intermediaries in those countries,

unless strict controls vis-a-vis the rest of the world are imposed." ~nd Tanzi (199~, p. 129)

notes, that "... even if countries of the European i; nion would agree on sonre policy~ among

thernselves. the existence of tax ha~'ens and of countries outside the European Cnion that

would not be party. to the agreement would raise questions about the degree to which the

agreecí solution would solve the problem.''

This paper reconsiders the EL proposal. Previous research has - mainly verbally -

focused on issues such as the possible shortcomings of the proposal in the incomplete

covcrage of withholding taxes, the expected aversion on the part of some countries against
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accepting the proposal. and the effects on financial markets and institutions (cfr., e.g.,

Frank (1991) and Huizinga (1994)). ~Ve instead concentrate on some of the analytics of

the proposal. In line with the above quotes, we stress the connection between minimum

withholding taxes in the EL' and the competition for financial business activity between

tax havens inside and outside of the EU.

The paper presents a three-country model of withholding taxation and banking activity.

One couutr}' is a typical. large, EU country; the second country is a tax haven inside EU;

and the third country is a tax haven outside EU. The large country's residents can place

deposits in all three countries. Similarly, firms in the first country rnay borrow at home

or abroad. The country of cíestination of deposits will generally be determined by the

withholding tax policies of the two EU countries, interest rates, profit (cost) margins

cif banks, s~nd any idiosyncratic costs associated with households or firms undertaking

finanrial transactions abroad rather than at home.

In a non-cooperative withholding tax equilibrimn (in which the outside tax haven for

simplicity is assumed to abstain from withholding taxes), both EU countries make use of

the withholding tax. although for reasonable parameter values that of the inside tax 6acen

is much lower than that of the typical EU country. ~~'e then consider the effects of forcing

the inside tax ha~-cu to levy a minimum withholding tax above the non-cooperatíve level.

R"hile welfare in that country is not affected by a slight increase in its withholding tax, thc

typical EU country experieuces a first-order effect on its welfare. A higher withholding

tax in the inside tax haven will induce some households in the typical Eh country to invest

at home instead of in the tax haven. Thereby, the typical EU countr}''s withholding tax

revenue and profits from domestic banking operations increase, improving welfare. On the

other hand. those households who a fortiori place funds in the inside tax haven will end

up paying higher taxes there, and this lowers welfare. In principle, therefore, a marginal

increase in the w-ithholding tax in the inside tax haven has ambiguous welfare consequences

for the EU partner.

To get some feel for the possible magnitudes we undertake some simulations. These

show, as a general rule, that it is welfare-improving for the typical EU country to have the

inside tax haven raise its tax. This is especially so, if the typical EU country is allowed to

adjust its own withholding tax in response to the rise in the tax in the partner country.

Thc inside tax haven, on the contrary, generally loses from the requirement to raise its

tax. The main reason for this is the loss of banking business to the outside tax haven and

to the EU partner.

Our analysis suggests that previous attempts to analyze the withholding tax proposal,



focusing exchtsivel~- on EL' rountries, are too narrow.~ It seems vital to incorporate tax

evasion opportunities arising outside EL , even if it paints a bleaker picture of the overall

proposal. Since the effects on inside tax havens is exper.ted to be negative, some transfer

of resotuces to these countries may be needed to persuade them to accept an increase in

minimum withholding taxes on interest in EU.

R-e structure thc remainder of the paper as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the

motic-ation for the Commissiou~s proposal for a minimum withholding tax in the Eli as

~~-ell as the main effects of the proposal itself, including envisaged exemptions. Section

3 thcn presents the three couutry- model, and lacs out the deposit (borrowingj pattern

of households (firms) in the ty-pical El1 country'. ~'ext, section 4 characterizes the non-

cooperati~-e ~~-ithholding tax equilibrium and considers the effect of a marginal rise in

the inside tax ha~-en's tax rate. Subsequently-, section ;i presents the numerical simulations

characterizing how a requirement for the inside rax haven to discretely raise its cvithholding

tax affects ~~-elfare iu that countrc ancl in its EL partner.

Section 6 offers a broader ecaluation of the model and of the Eli minimum withholding

tax proposal. It also looks at other possible solutions to the interest tax evasion problem

in Europe. Our ocerall conclusion is somewhat distressing. ~~'hile the mininuim withhold-

ing tax proposal may- hace some favorable features, there are also drawbacks associated

~~-ith outside tax ha~-ens and ~~-ith implementing the tax within an increasingly- complex

internation~tl financial sy-stetn. So it may~ certainly- not be an ideal response to the wide-

spreacl ~~~-asion of residence-based taxation of interest in todav's EL~. But the prospects for

alternati~-es such as greath- strengthened multilateral assistance or a complete E[;-wide

reporting sy-stem for interest pacments are even more gloomy-.

~ This holds for instance Cor Janeba and Peters ( 1996); see section 6.



2. The proposal for a minimum withholding tax on interest

This proposal was shaped bt~ the EC Commission during the first half of 1989. .a thorough

~communication~ from the Comrnission to the EC Council motivates and describes the

proposal. leading not only. to the 'proposal for a Council directive on a common sy.stem

of ~aithholding tax on interest income'z itself. but also to an additional 'proposal for a

directive concerning mutual assistance by- the cornpetent atrthorities of the Jlember 5tates

in the field of direct taxation and v-alue-added tax' (cfr. CO`I(89) 60 final 3. 1989).

The immediate reason for these initiatives was that article 6(~) of Council Directi~~e

~~~361~EEC of 24 .Iune 1988 stated that ~~the Commission shall submit to the Council. b}-
December 1988. proposals aimed at eliminating or reducing risks of distortion. tax evasion

and tax avoidance linked to the ciirersitv of national s~-stems for the taxation of sa~~ings

and for coutrolling the application of these sy~stems. The Council shall rake a position on

these proposals by 30 June 1989."

The two proposals were generallv designed to deal with the increased risks of a~.oid-

ance or e~-asion of capital income tax which could result from the liberalization of capital

mocements. The liberalization entails that Communitv residents are free to transfer thcir

sa~-ings into bank accounts in any other ~fember State. If residents then do not declare

their foreign interest income to their national tax authorities and evade pavment of tax. it

can cause a substantial loss of tax re~-enue in `Iember States.

In considering what measures to propose in this context, the Cotnmissiou took the

following factors into account: "(a) the risk that savings will be shifted to bauks and other

fiuancial institutions in third countries; (b) the possible loss of business for Communitc.

banks and financial institutions (c) the risk of an appreciable increase in interest rates

and hence of a rise in the cost of mone}- for European firms and governments: (d) the risk

of significant increase in administrative costs for both the public authorities and financial

institutions resulting from the measures to be taken; (e) the need to maintain the internal

balance of the sv-stems for the taxation of income in the different tifember States. while at

the same time encouraging closer alignment of national tax systems.'' (COtiI(89) 60 final 3.

communication p. 4). Previously. the Commission had indicated that three (not mutually'

exclusiae) ~eat-s of reducing distortions and evasion in the field of portfolio in~.estment

would be: (i) the introduction of a central s~-stem with automatic information transfer to

authorities: (ii) the introduction of a general withholding tax; and (iii) the strengthening of

mutual assistance between national tax authorities. With the twin proposals of 1989. the

Commission decided not to pursue the first route. Instead, the second route was considered

'The term 'interest' in the proposal is supposed to cover all income from claims of any kind, including

capital gains etc.: see the Commission's comments to article 2 in the proposal.



the most appropriate response and led to the minirnum ~vithholding tax proposal. (The

third route n.as represented b}' the - weak - adciitional proposal.)

The main feature of the proposals is a minimum rate of withholding tax on interest paid

by dehtors residing in the Cornmunit}'. `Iember States vvould be free to apply a higher

rate of withholding tax either to their own domestic taxpayers only- or to all recipients

of interest. Howecer, a scries of exemptions wcre pennittcd: Jiember States would be

free not to apply the withholding tax to tax-excmpt sa~-ings income, to interest pa}~ments

constitutíng industrial or commercial income, and to interest payments made to residents

of third countries or to international loans (Eurobonds). The Commission finally suggested

a minirnum rate of withholding tax of ló percent.

The supplementary- proposal amends Directi~-e 7ï ~ ï99~EEC to remove purel}' adminis-

tratice restrictions on rnutual assistance. and to facilitate the exchange of information in

cases where the tax authorities of the ~Iember State of the investor in question can show

thar therc are clear growrds for a presumption of fraud.

.as ;een from point ja) aUo~-e. the Conunission ~vas ~vell a~vare of the risl: of capital

outHo~vs to thircí countries as a means of escaping taxation: iu particular. it suggested that

the Cotnmunity should open negotiations with the major third countnes nr~.ol~'ed. either

bilarerallc or withiir a multilateral framework such as the OECD.

~rticle~ 6. par. ~ irt the Directice of .June ?4. 1938, stipulated that '~an}' rax pro~.isions

of a Corntnunity. nature shall. in accordance with the Treat}~, be adopted unanimousl}~.~~ ~e

oue ~vould expect. this rec{uirement determinecí the fate of the t~vo proposals on minimum

~vithholcling tax and ntutual assistance.s Dclegations of four of the then trvcl~-e `Iernber

States L-nited I~ingdoar. German}'. Luxenrbourg, and the ~etherlands ~'oted against

the aclnption of the minirnum tax proposals. The former three opposecl it because they-

regarded it as too much of a constraint, whereas the Dutch did so because they' thought

it inefFicient. :~11 that came out of the initiative was a conrpletelt. toothless compromise

proposed by- the Presidency. of the Council following the summit of EC Heads of State

and Government in Strasbourg in December 1989. 5ince then, the questiou of a mininntm

~cithholding tax has come up a few times (Belgium in 1993 reintroduceci the idea of a

tninimum 1~ percent ~eithholding tax on only international interest payrnents: see Huizinga

(1994)) without this leading to anc action.

3 F'rank (1991) even writes: "the effect of this provision is to compromise and even to render impossible,

ehe adoption by the Council of Ministers oC tndy effective measures against distortion, tax evasion, and

tax avotdanc.e.' (p. 42).



3. A simple three-couutry model

Introduction

In this section we consider a simple model outlining some of the issues associated ~t-ith

the minimum withholding tax proposal. The model necessarily is ver}- st}~lízed.'

The model has three countries. Country A is a t~-pical Et country. Country B. another

EC countr~., is an 'inside' tax haven. Further, countrv C is an 'outsidc' tax haven. Iu

the background there is a rest of the world. determining the international rate of interest

applicablc to inter-bank operations, denoted i'. This interest rate is the ~ratc~ cost of

fimds for financial institutions in al] three countries. Countries B and C are taken to be

small relatit-e to country :1. t~'e tvish t.o concentrate on capital flight from --1 iuto these

countries and disregard households ancí firms in countries B and C in the follott.ing. Banks

in all countries are included. though. ~~-e concentrate on ttt.o groups of non-bank prit'ate

agents households and firms in countr}- .a. All households tvish to deposit one wtit of

the uumeraire good each. .all firms instead need a loan of one unit to carrp out projects.

The tvords ~households~ and ~firms' should not be taken literallti- - houscholds stand for all

depositors and firms for all borrotti.ers.

Households (firtns) in country A can deposit tvith (borrow from) domestic banks. They-

can also transact abroad, although this n-íll involae costs which vary across houscholds

(firms). Apl~'iug an idea from Gros (1991). tve index households (firrns) from 0 to 1

reflecting these costs. Households (firms). for simplicity, are uniformly- distributcd on

[0. 1~.

In general, all transactions between a bank and a pricate agent (household or firm) gi~-e

rise to stnall amounts of profits accruing to the bank.' Inter-banl: transactions. hott.ever.

t.ield no such profits as they occur at the base-line international interest rate. In n.hat

follows, ~~~e look at households in countr~- a. banks in all three countries. and finallv the

got~ernments in cotmtries .-~ and B.

Househodd.~

~~'hen depositing at home, households earn a before-tax interest rate of i" - d,t. tvhere

aTax competition models can become very complicated. The purpose of our model is the same as that

of Kanbur and Fieen (1993, p. 8ï7) who in their cmnmodity tax competition article wish to'~...develop

a model that is rich enough to capture some of the central features of the interaction ben~een national

tax systems in an integrated world but simple enough to yield sharp insights into sorne of the eenlral

quest ions...--

S:~tore broadly. profits' may represent increased remuneration or utiliza[ion o( local pro iuctton factors.
"rhis way, profits are still counted as a net contribution to national income, as opposed to the case where
they represent the cost of labor inputs that otherwise would be employed elsewhere in the economy.



i' is the bank cost-of-ftmcls,b and b;t is the contribution to profits demanded b~~ banks in

country :1 ou deposits from households. Households are subject to a withholding tax at

thc rate of t;t. For concenience, we take this tax to be a specific tax. This should not

affect any~ qualitative results below.

Alternatively~, households may- place funds abroad. If they deposit in country B, they

earn the going bank cost-of-funds, i`, minus bank profits, óQ - ó' C ó;~ and minus the

withholding tax in country~ B, t~. Depositing in country B, however. involves costs of

3h for household h(h in [0, 1]). These costs rcpresent transportation and communication

expenses, and efforts to conceal the transactiou to domestic tax authorities. Cotmtry ~1 for-

tnallc has a residence-based capital income tax system. In principle, then. interest earned

b}' countrt~ :1 households abroad is subject to countrc A's tax, t,t. ~~'e assume, though.

that households in A do not report any interest income earned abroad to their clomestic

tax authorities. and that the latter cannot monitor the foreign investtnents undertaken b~~

domestic residents. In particular, no agreement exists between the dotnestic aud foreign

tax authorities that would ensure an adequate transfer of information.

If the households deposit in country. C, there is for simplicity- no withholding rax lecicd.

Hous-eholds then earn the cost-of-funds. i`, ntinus the local contribution to L:c~~k l~rofits.

ó~. - ó'. Further. there is a transactions cost of ~h. ~~'e shall assume that depositin~ funcls

in countr~~ C. the outside tax haven, is less convenicnt than doing so in countr}- B, the

inside tax ha~~en. This mac reflect a greater distance, a lower awareness of this opportunity-.

etc To capture this. the transactions cost parameter ~ for country C is assumed to exceed

the correspondin~ parameter .3 for cotmtry~ B

~~3 (1)

~ext. we characterize which of country A's households prefer to invest at home rather

than abroad. To start, investing in :~ is preferred to investing in B, if

i'-ó,4-t,t?i'-ó`-tQ-3h

Let the ~.alue of h at which households are indifferent be denoted hz, so that

t a - tQ {- ó.q - ó'
h2 - -

For values of h greater than h2i country A's households prefer to deposit at home, and

~-ice ~-ersa.

o:~n appendix with a more general version of our model, featuring imperfect competition and interest

rate setting in the banking sector in country A, is available as írom the authors upon request. The

quali[ative results with [he more general model are comparable to those that (ollow here.



Similarl~'. countn. .-1~s households prefer incesting at hotne ratlter than in conutr~- C. if

t` - A,1 - tA 1 t' - d` -"~ {r (-I I

Households are incíifferent bet~~.een the t~~-o incestment opportunities at a borclerliue pa-

ratnc~ter ho with
h t:t -f r.t -~'

í:~ Ío -

For ~'alues of h in excess of h~. it is rnore attracti~.e to incest in .a. and ~'ice ~'ersa.

Finally. im'esting in countr}- B is preferred to in~'estint; ín C. íf

i'-b'-tH-,ih~,`-T'--,h iGl

~cith indifference occurring if h- h t. ~ehere

ht -
f ~t
- i

~~'ith -. exceeding .j and a positi~-e tax rate tH in countr}- B.' countr}- C' is preferrt~tl

at ~'er}- lo~~- ~'alues of h, i.e. for h C minlho.ht ). .accordingl~.. households ~~.ith ~'r~r~' lo~~

transactions costs turn to the outside taz haveu rather than domestic bank.~ or the insitlc,

tax ha~~en. In the follo~~~in~. ~~-e further assunre that for intermediate ~-alucs of h, rrntntr~' I3

is the preferred in~-estment clestination. ~~~hile for ~'er}~ high calues of h, householcl~ prcafer

to place their funds at home. in country- .~1. For this to be the case. we shouid hat'e

ht Gh~~)tZ

~~'hile the Lorrierline h~ bet~~.een countries .-1 anrl C becomes irrele~~nt. a, ~~-ith h- Ir~

countr}' B is the preferred destination. Concíition (8) is equi~'alent to

te t:tfd:t-6' t.a-tn-~6.a-6~
, - -3 ~ -t ~ 3

Figure 1 illustrates how~ households with different h choose the countr~- of destination

for their deposits. On the horizontal axis is the excess return from investing in cotmtr}' B

(ratlrer than in .a). ancl on the ~-ertical axis the similar excess return from in~'esting in C

(rather than in a). Point E in the figure represents the two excess returns for a household

with negligible transactions costs, i.e. for h- 0. Clearly, with tp 1 0, E lies above the 4ó

de~ree line, so that countr~' C is the preferred destination.

'tiaturally. we take the tax rate in country A to be greater than zero, too. "I'he validity of the
assumptions of positi~~e tax rates will be checked later on.



RaisinG h above zero corresponds to moving down along the line EFGH. ~Vhen reaching

F, Iz has increased to h,. and investment opportunities in B and C are equivalent in terms

of net returns. Both opportunities are a fortiori preferred to :~. Raisíng h further, countr}.

B is the preferred destination until we reach point G. where the returns from investing in

.-1 and B are identical. Point G corresponds to h- h2. For even greater h, tax havens

lose their appeal. and households deposit domesticall}'. Finall}-, point H corresponds to

cnaximum transactions costs, i.e. h- 1.

Firms

Country z1's firms can in principle borrow either at home or abroad. At home, the

cost of borrowing equals the sum of the base-line interest rate, i', and the contribution to

profits, ó,t. Alternati~~cl}~. they ma}- borro~v abroad,e resulting in a cost of borrowing of

a', plus bank profits of ó', and transactions costs of tlf, where f is the incíex of cíomestic

firnzs and r) a u~ansactions cost parameter. If the profit parameter ó,q exceeds A". then

some of countr}. .a's firms indeed borrow internationallv. Domestic borrowing is preferrecí

to international borrowing. if

i' f ó.a G i' f ó' ~ tlf

with inditference occurring at f- f,. where

a.~ - e'
ft -

0

Obviousl}-. for f G f~ finns rvish to borrow abroad, and vice versa.

Banks irz the three cocentries

i10)

Banks in all three countries can borrow and lend in the international inter-bank market

at the rate i'. As a result, the}. can always meet the demand for deposits ancí loans from

houscholds and firms in countr}~ :1. Countrv C's banks receive deposits from households

in A in the amount h, to yield the following profits,

p~-h,ó'

Country B's banks receive deposits of h2 - h, from A, yielding profits of

pe - (hz - h, )ó. (12)

tiFor simplicity, we assume that firms borrow (rom the rest o( the world, not irom the tax havens.



IU

Finalh-, Country A's banks receice (1 - ft )(i' f A.~) in interest from firms and t'( ft - hr)

on nct from interbank operations. ~~-hile paying (1 - hz)(i' - A,.t) in interest to householcis

iu :1. Their total profits therefore amount to,

P.a - ~~ -(hs f Jt)~An (13)

Governtnr.nts

`cxt, we consicíer thc optimal tax policics in countries A and B. In setting its witlrholcl-

ing tax rate so as to maxirnire national surplus, oach of the two governments takes the

withholding tax oí the other country as gi~~eu. Further. it takc~s into account Ito~~- a change

itt its own tax affe~cts dc,Posit decisiuus by country A's households. The two gocernmm~ts

thus play a~ash non-cooperatice tax game.s

Tax recenue is assurned to be scarce in both countries. :~s a result. the marginal costs

of public ftmds (~ICPF) in the two countries, denoted by pA ancl p~, are assurnccl to

oxcoc~d urtitc. Thc surplus to be maximized in the two countries comprisc,s hattk profits.

tax reeetmes~`~ and (for ruuntry A) the difference betwcen the total net. interest earnccl by

households (at houte and abroad) aud the total cost of borro~~-ing for firms (at honx~ and

abroad). To see that this is the appropriate criterion, consicler first the situation ~aherc

thc h~~o profit paratneters A,t and A' are identical ancí no withholding tax is le~-icd in

countr~. :1. In this instance there is uo incentivc for either households or firms to transact

ahroacl, anri the total national surplus beconres equal to zero. (Bauk profits in country .~1

c~xactly corres}iond to the differcnce between thc total borrowing costs of firms and the uet

interest receiced by households and therefore are a simple transfer between agents in the

private sector.) The introduction of a withholding tax in cotmtry A- motivated by a nced

for tax re~.cnue - generally lowers the net carnings of households on their cieposits while

not affecting the borro~~~ing costs on the part of firms.tt The lower intcrest receipts bc

households are registered as part of the surplus in country A. In the surplus expressions,

tax re~~enues are weightcd by the respective ti1CPF (to generate the value of tho public

goods financcd by the tax recenues).

To start with cotmtry B. tax revcnue, denoted by Tr3, equals tg(hz - ht). The go~.c~rtt-

tnent tltus maxiruizcs the fullowing surplus,

Se - PeTu ~ Pe -(Pats f A")(hz - ht) (t4)

yAlternatively, the authorities in country A could act as a Stackelberg leader and those in country A
as S[ackelberg (ollower. See the appendix (or the consequences o( choosing this particular formulation.

~oTax revenues represent the amount of public goods made possible by the revenues.

t~ In the more general model referred to in fn. 6, borrowing costs on the part o( firms are affected via

a change in the endogenous interest rate in country A.
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Substituting fon c~ and h2i we get

sB - (pete f ó') [(r - ~3)(t,~ t eA - e'~ - -rte] (14')3(-r -,~)
The value of ty that maximizes this surplus is given by,

tB - íy-,9)(t.t f óA-b') -7b"~Pe (15)~y

.-1s expected, tH goes up, if ta is increased. Similarly, ta declines, if the profit contri-

bution. 6', rises. Thus. if banking services in country B become more profitable, then the

withholding tax, tg. will be lowered to attract more deposits from country A. Further, if

public funds in B become scarcer, as represented by a higher pB, then more weight is put

on tax re~~enues, leading to an increase in the tax rate tB. Finally, if bank transactions in

couutr}- ~ involce a higher profit margin ó;t, there is room to increase the withholding tax

for countr~- B.

`ext. ~~~e consider country A~s surplus. :1s stated, it generally consists of (i ) tax recenues,

~~-eighed by the appropriate ~ICPF, (ii) bank profits, and (iii) the difference between the

tota] earnings on deposits of households and the total cost of borrowing for firms. Tax

revenue. T;t. equals t.t(1 - hl). Bank profits. P.y, are as in equation (1:S) abo~.e. The

uct interest receipts of dornestic households from abroad can, with the aid of Figure 2, be

foiurd as
1

i` - á;t - ta -1- ~(~hz f(y - i~)hi)

Furthcr. ~.-ith tlre aid of Figure 3, the gross borrowing costs to firms can be written as

1 z
i} -t ba - ~rl.ft

Iu toto. country :1~s surplus is simpl}- expressecí as

3
S,t - P.~t.a(1 - h~z )- t.a - ó.a~hz f ft ) f ~ h~ -~ ~ ~ ~ h~ f ~ f~ (16)

.again, we substitute for h.l, h~, and it from (3), (7), and (10). ~1ext, we differentiate S,.t

~~-ith respect to t,.t and solce for country A's optimal tax rate

t~- (pA-i)tBt3(p,t-1)-p,t(ó,t-ó`)-6' (i~)
2p,t - 1

`ote that the withholding tax in country :1 is higher, the higher is the withholding tax

t B in country B. Further, with the profit parameters bA and b` small enough and tQ non-

negative, the optimum tax rate in country A is positive. Also note that a higher profit

margin abroad (at home) leads to a higher (lower) withholding tax in country A. Finally,

the withktolding tax in A is seen to increase with the transaction cost parameter ~3.
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4. The non-cooperative withholding tax equilibrium

The two expressions for withholding tax rates in countries A and B. (1~) and (17). in effert

represent the reaction functions of the two governments. These `ash reaction functions are

illustrated in Figure 4 for moderate values of the profit parameters óA and b'. The reaction

function for country A. denoted R..t. cuts the vertical axis at a positive rate of f,t, as long

as b` f p,t( bA - b" ) G d( pA - 1). The reaction function for country B, denoted Ry, instead

cuts the horizontal axis for a negative value of t y, if (,~ - 3)(b,t - t' j- ~6'~py G 0. Heuce.

we cannot be completely- certain that the `'ash equilibrium implies positive withholding

tax rates in both countries. However. with profit parameters sufficienth- snrall and the

`ICPF~s sufficiently large, the ~ash equilibrium tax rates will certainh- be positive.

The `ash reaction functions yield the following explicit expressions for tóe optimal

withholding tax rates in the hvo countries

ty - (~~ - 3).i(p.a - 1) f (b.a - b`)(~ - 3)(p.g - 1) - b`(-r - :3 t ~(?p,t -1)Ipy) (1s)
~.i(~P.a-1)-(f-d)(P.a-1)

?;3(p.a - 1) - (b.~ -ó')(?7~p~ - (p.a - 1)( I - 3)) - ó'7(2 t (p.a - 1)Iny)
t.~-

?-~(2p-a-1)-(,-,~)(n.4-1)
(lsl

From these expressions, we confirm that both withholding tax rates are positive. pro-

vided the national `ICPF in country A, p,t, is sufficiently large and the profit parameters,

b,t and A'. are sufficiently small. In other words. taxes are positice, if tax revenue is badly-

needed. and the profitabilit}' of banking business is limited. In the real worlcí, this seems

realistic enough.

It is interesting to consider the special case with profit parameters bq - 6' - 0. This is

the situation in which banking business adds nothing to local profits or the remuneration

of local factors in general. ~Vith `1CPF's greater than unity in the hvo countries. the

ratio between the optimal withholding tax rates in countries B and A is simply given by-

t y~t,q -(,r -.3)~(3~). In other words, with onlv tax revenue and not the amount of bank

business mattering. country B chooses a positive withholding tax rate that is less than half

of countrc A's tax rate.

A tnarginal áncrease in the withholding tax in country B

The government in country B is assumed to maximize the social surplus with respect

to the withholding tax, ty, in the iVash equilibrium. A marginal increase in this tax then

leaves the surplus in B unchanged, as

dSe~dty - 0
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However, a change in B's withholding tax generally has a first order effect on country A's

surplus. To be precise, we find that the cross effect dS,a~dtB is given by the following

surprisingly simple formula (using dS,t~dt,t - 0)

dS,t
-(1-h~)(Pa-1)-(hz-jrr) (20)

df B

From this expression, we see that an increase in country B's withholding tax from the

`ash equilibriurn rate will not necessarily benefit country A. At first glance, it looks as if

a sufiiciently large ~ICPF in country A ensures that expression (20) is positive. However,

a large tiICPF in country :1 will, as seen above, work towards a high withholding tax in

that country. implying a big loss of banking business to tax haven countries and a high

~-aluc of hZ. It is useful to rewrite (20) as

dS.a P.a t.-t b.a
dt-y -( y -~ ~)-(hz-hr) (`?0')

Equation (20~) reflects that an increase in country B's tax has two offsetting effects on

countr}- A~s surplus. First, some investors switch from country B to country A. This is

beneficial to countr}~ A, as it now can tax additional deposits, and bank profits increase.

Second. depositors who remain in country B now face a higher tax with negative impli-

catious for country A's surplus. As an aside. note that some marginal depositors switch

from cuuntry B to cotmtry C without any implications for country A's surplus. To see

how expression (20) depends on model fimdamentals, we substitute for hz and hi using

(3). (i). (1S). and (19) to yielcí

dS.q
dte -~A~(7 - 0)3~-r~(P.a - i)(2P.a - i)(7 - d)7~

-(b.a - 6")(Pn - 1)(7 - d)(7Pa f 3(Pa - 1))

fó~ ( ï~~P,a(Pa - Pn)~ ~ ~'3[1 - Pe - 2p.t -F Pá~ - Q~~Pe(P.a - 1)~)~ (~1)
PH

in which

-V - ~7(2Pn - 1) - (?' - ~)(Pn - 1) ) 0

It is in fact possible to sign this expression under certain circumstances. The first of the

three major terms on the right hand side is ahvays positive ( or zero for pq - 1). The

sign of the second term is negative under the maintained assumption of ry ~ 3 ( zero for

ó,t - b' ) , whereas the sign of the third term depends on the relative size of the transaction

cost parameters y and i3, of the two profit parameters, and on the size of the MCPF's
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in the two countries. ~~~ith p,~ ~ pB and ó,.t ) ó', the sign of the third term could well

be negative. However. if the profit parameters are small enough and the MCPF~s greater

than unity. the right hand side of (21) will be positive, so that in this instance the welfare

effect in country :1 of forcing countr}' B to raise its withholding tax marginally in fact is
positive. `iore indirectly, using (20') and the definitions of hr and h2 it is easy to see that

dS.q~drg 1 0, pro~~ided tq( ~ - 3)(p.q - 1) f tg} ~ 0. :1s a corollary, if the `ash tax rates

are both positice. then the welfare effect in country A of a higher tax in country B will be

positive.

R'e sum up these theoretical insights in the following proposition,

PROPOSITI01. ~~'ith ~ exceeding ~. rvith the marginal cost of public funds in either

country above unitc, and with lorv values of the profit parameters. the `ash equilibrinm

in withholding taxes features positi~-e tax rates. In this case. a forced increase in thc

withholding tax rate on the part of cormtr}' B will be beneficial to country A.

5. Some sirnulations with the model

In the end. we are interestecl in analyzing not only a marginal increase in the witlrholciing

tax in countr}' B, but also a discrete change up to some agreed mininnrrn withholding tax

rate for both countries :~ and B. To do this, we present some simple nurnerical sitnulations.

1~'e proceed as follows on the basis of reasonable model parameters. we first compute

the `ash withholding tax rates in countries .a and B. the amount of cross-border deposits

(of householcís) and borrowing (of firms), and the two cotmtries' surplus le~-els. ~Ve select

a handful of alternati~-e binding mininrum tax rates for country B in the interval between

the ~ash rates of countries B and .~1. Country ~1 is either assumed to keep its rvithholding

tax rate unchanged ar the `ash level. or to respond in an optimal fashion (as given by its

withholding tax reaction function) to the new ralue of the withholding tax in countrt- B.

~ti"e then compute the ensuing values of the surpluses in the two countries to see, whether

a minimum withholding tax in country B can in fact be Pareto-improving.

Iu the nurnerical calculations the following parameter values are used: ;3 -.04. -~ -.10.

ó.a -.002. b' -.001. p,t - 1.~, pQ - 1.4 and q-.02. The ensuing Vash withholding tax

equilibrium. the extent of cross-border financial transactions, national surpluses, and bank

profits are gi~-en in Table 1. ~Ce see that the withholding tax rates of countries A and B are

.00944 and .002ï8, respectiveh.. ~Vith an international interest rate of, say, i' -.06, these

specific tax rates correspond to ací-valorem rates of 15.7 and 4.6 percent, respectively.

The effect on country a's surplus of a marginal increase in country B's withholding tax

is computed at .259 and hence is positive. Consequently, country A prefers the inside tax

haven to raise its withholding tax.
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Table 1 further illustrates the consequences of forcing B to increase its withholding tax

bc 20 pct., 40 pct., e~tc., until a doubling of the tax rate, with the withholding tax rate

in countrv A constant. ~Vhile the experiments obviously are harmful to country B, they

unambiguousl}- benefit :1 ( with the values of parameters chosen). A careful weighing of the

effects ou national surpluses in the two countries is needed to determine whether the forced

increase in the minimum withholding tax constitutes a potential Pareto improvement.

A transfer of public funds from the authorities in A to the authorities in B has to be

undertaken to ensure that the surplus in B does not fall. W'ith the parameter values

selected. there is certainly scope for country A to compensate country B for its forced tax

increase.

Alternatively. we assume that country A optimally adjusts its withholding tax rate

following countr}' B's tax increase in accordance with (17). For the same higher values

of the withholding tax in B, the sirnulatiou results are reported in Table 1. In all cases.

the authorities in A are led to raise the domestic tax. This obviously raises the surplus

in A relative to the previous experiments. The surplus in B also goes up (rclative to the

first set of experiments), as the increase in A's withholding tax limits the loss of banking

business and tax revenue in countr}' B. ln fact, due to the positive slope of cotmtry A~s

reaction function. a small increase in B's tax with response in A's actually improves both

countrics' welfare. For the parameters selected, this occurs for increases in t1~ of between

zero and some ?2 percent. t z

Overall. the simulations suggest that for the typical Eli country, an EU-wide minimum

withholciing tax could be rather beneficiaL Converseh., any inside tax haven will be neg-

atively affected. regardless of whether other EU countries take the opportunity to adjust

their withholding tax to the higher minirnum tax levels or not. As noted. the exception

to this statement occurs for the case of a smal] forced increase in the tax ha~-en~s rate

with a dericed response in the typical EL' country's tax. Anyhow, on the basis of our

stylized model and the selected parameter values, it appears likel}' that the a~itmer is able

to compensate thc loser.

The `ash equilibrum is depicted in Figure ~ in the lower left corner of the figure. Close

to it is the Stackelberg equilibrium as calculated in the appendix. We have also drawn the

efficiency locus ( contract curve) consisting of all Pareto-efficient withholding tax combina-

tions for countries A and B. This locus is found b}' maximizing a weighted sum of the two

countries' surpluses, ~S~t f( 1 - N)SB, with p varying from 0 to 1. The locus is positioned

121f country B is forced to raise tB about I1 percent or so, the gain in country B will be maximized,
given that tA is adjusted. In a way, this scenario replicates a Stackelberg equilibrium with country B as
the leader and countrv A as the follower.
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somewhat further up and to the right of the `ash and Stackelberg equilibria, indicating

that Pareto-efficient tax combinations generally have higher withholding tax rates for both

countries than the nvo non-cooperative equilibria. ~ote that there is a tenciency to opt for

high tax rates. when country B receives a high w'eight in the weighted objective function.

For weights to country .~ lower than circa 0.29, all deposits of households in that countt}'

are made in tax havens. Hence, country B only has to worry about competition with the

outside tax haven. and the only relevant tax instrument becomes ty. On the other hand.

for weights to .~i exceeding about 0.49 it is Pfficient (for the hvo countries together) to

eliminate the tax haven status of country B, with no deposits going from :1 to B. Then.

de facto the surplus in A is maximiaed, using only its own withholding tax rate t.~.

6. Discussion

Remarks on the model

The model of sections 3-n has allowed us to come to grips with some of the ke~' anal}'t-

ical aspects of the minimum withholding tax proposal. The different roles of t}-pical EL

countries, inside tax havens, and outside tax havens appear to be captured well bc the

model. as are the considerations governing withholding tax policy in the former two t}-pes

of countries. The non-cooperative tax rates in the model are determined. in an iutuiti~-e

wa}'. by a trade off between securing public funds, on the one hand. and bank profits. as a

proxy for the benefits of banking business. on the other. ~Ioreover. numerical simulations

gice an idea of the magnitudes of changes in tax rates and cross-border fiuancial transac-

tions, if the inside tax haven were to be forced to increase its withholding tax ou account

of a mininnnn withholding tax agreement.

Of course, the model is simplified to tnaintain tractability. First, we have focused on

two particular aspects of tax competition: (i) competition between a typical Et cotmtr}'

and tax havens, inside or outside Eli; and (ii) competition between tax havens in Eli and

outside of it. In some sense, typical Eli countries conceivably also compete with each other.

but this aspect is of lesser importance and therefore excluded from the model. Secoud. we

have ignored pri~-ate agents in the inside tax haven. In principle, withholcíing tax policy in

that country might also be governed by a desire to raise revenue from domestic savers. or

to prevent these savers from directing funds abroad. Other EU countries might attetnpt

to attract savings from the inside tax haven country. Tax haven countries, however, tend

to be rather small relative to typical large EU countries, so that these countries' savings

are not a major concern for tax policy in any other country. The model's asynrtnetric

treatment of the private sectors in the two EU countries therefore seems warranted.

Third, the model maintains a rather simple assumption as to the incidence of withhold-
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ing taxes. Because of banks~ unlimited access to the international inter-bank market with

a fixed world rate of interest. depositors bear the full incidence of taxes in the model. In

reality. the picture is tnore cotnplicated, and there is evidence that a major part of the

incidence may lie with debtors (see Huizinga (1994) and EijfHnger et al. (1996)).13

Fourth, the model contains some strong assumptions as to the tax treatment of savings.

In the course of analy-sis we have explicitly assumed that every saver in the typical EL-

country w.ho places ftmds abroací is in principle liable to capital income taxes at home equal

to the domestic withholding tax. Only the foreign withholding t.ax, however, is in fact paid

when the investment is allocated abroad. Furthermore, we have taken the w~ithholdirtg

taxes to apply- to all financial returns. These assumptions can be qualified to take account

of rrediting arraugetnents as they~ actually exist atnong many~ countries. Also, a relatí~-ely~

largc elass of international investors - institutional investors - are subject to rather different

tax trcatments than indiviclual investors. Often they- are (close to) exempt from home-

countr~- taxation. .~1t the same time, there is close surveillance bv domestic authorities. For

portfolio riicersification reasons. iustitutional investors wish to allocate some funds abroad,

but thcy are loath to pay. sizeable foreign withholding taxes. In addition, withholding taxes.

as currently- in foree. are limited to simple hnanctal transactions like bank cíeposits. and

thec are cerc difficult to extend to derivative finaucial instruments (see below.}. Finally-.

political considerations might prcclude the application of withholding taxes to certain

finaucial instruments such as government bonds and Eurobonds.

Therc have been few analy-tical studies of a minimum withholding tax in Europc. .Ianeba

aud Petrrs I 199G). howe~-er. ineestigate the proposal in their model of interest taxation in

two (ahnostl sy-mmetrical EC countries. The two countries have Leviathan governments.

a~nd thec both tax an immobile base and compete for a mobile one. Focusiug on the

possiblc non-existence of non-cooperative tax equilibria in their paper, they~ also stress

the desirabilitv of tax discrimination betw.een domestic and foreign depositors (such a

distinction is irrelevant in our asy-mmetric model). Janeba and Peters ignore an}~ outsidc

tax havens.though.

Eualtaating the nainimunz withholding taa proposa(

The auah-sis in sections 3-~ aboce casts a mildly positive light on the proposal to install

a tninitnu7n w.ithholding tax in the EL'. Ty.pical EL countries seem to be able to gain from

it, while iuside tax haven countries in most cases stand to lose. However, the formcr should

be able to compensate the latter.

131n the rnore generat model referred to in Cn. 6, banks in country A(more correctly, their debtors) do
bear part oF the incidence oC withholding taxes.



In order to ad~-ocate an EL'-wide minimum withholding tax it would. though. be neces-
sarp ro ocercome two lines of criticism. First. some argue that such a minimum withholding

tax is ~-er~ dif~icult to enforce properly in practice. Second, others argue that the mini-
mum withhoiding tax. while~ seeminglc beneficial, is not the most appropriate solution to

interest tax evasion and distortions.

The enforcement problems mainl~- ha~-e to do with significant exemptions from the

withholding tax and with difFiculties associated with applying the tax to new financial

instruments. As seen in the presentation of the Commission proposal in section ?. thcrr

would likel}- be a series of tax exemptions. In particular, the exemption of resident~ from

third countries (gi~-ing an impetus to ~triangular arbitrage'), and the notrapplication of

the tax to inrerest from international loans (Eurobonds) can concei~-abl~- dilure the tax

(see Frank (1991)).

Equallc seriously. a host of ne~~- deri~-ati~-e financial instruments (DFIs) do not lend
themsel~-es well to ~c-ithholding taxation. The tax presupposes an outgoing income pa~--

ment, but for the DFIs income may materialize in other ways, or there may be a series

of in- as well as outgoing payments associated with the instrument. Often a financial

instrurnent can be imitated bc a combination of othcr instruments. Onl~ ~-er~- carefull~

constructed capital gains and foreign exchange gains taxes can then ensure the necessar~

tax neutralit~-. See -~1~~-orth (1996) for an illuminating, if distressing, exposition of these

problems. .~lhvorth concludes bc stating "Simplistic approaches to international capital

mobilit~- such as those ralling for a uniform gross basis withholding tax at source are

doomed to failure under the ine~-itably complex and burdensome procedures which would

need to he implernentecí in order to guarantee a minimally correct treatment of passive

income flows." (p. 23)t;

.~1s to the second line of criticism. some propose a'reporting system~ similar to tho

one in use in fi~-e EL countries ( Denmark, the `etherlands, Spain, France and Sweden ).

to be extended to operate in the entire EL. The reporting system entails that domestic

banks and other fiuancial institutions automatically report to tax authorities (in Denmark

partiallc throngh a centra] register for securities) the amount of interest that has been

paid out, and to whom. If this system were to cover the entire EL', then information

on all intra-EC interest payments could be recorded and exchanged between national tax

authorities in EL~.

As far as we know, the reporting systems function well in the above-mentioned four

Eli countries, ensuring a high degree of coverage in the tax system of interest earned

l4At the same time, however, he acknowledges that movement toward a truly effective residence tax
on individuals is not presently feasible in El.-.
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domestically. It is an entirely different matter, though, to introduce such a system on an

EU-wide basis, since this runs counter to the bank secrecy and blocking laws prevailing in

many EU countries, not the least in tax havens. It requires considerable political will to

remove these administrative and legal obstacles to the automatic exchange of information

on interest payments in a comprehensive reporting system. In fact, at this stage the

requirement of unanimity in EU tax policy decisions suffices to prevent the reporting

system from being adopted. The inside tax havens currently have very little incentive

to remove any obstacles to information exchange; indeed, Bacchetta and Espinoza (1995)

stress that in circumstances of asymmetry between countries there are strong disincentives

to transmit information on capital income to other countries.

An EU-wide reporting system would allow member countries to continue to adhere to

the residence principle in the taxation of interest. The reporting system is, therefore,

strongly supported by many economists, including Frank (1991) - who, however, would

like to see it coupled with a minimum withholding tax - Giovannini (1989), and others.

Mayer (1989, p. 379) goes one step further and suggests an extension of the tax credit

system, in which effectively "taxes are collected at source in the overseas country and a

tax credit given for overseas Laxes yai~l. Thr i~,~e~itivz to ovrrta.x is avaided hy allawing

the domestic country to claim tax credits from the overseas tax authority. The overseas

tax authority is then merely actíng as a tax collecting agent and deriving no tax revenue.

This is exactly analogous to a local office of a national tax system." Thus, withholding of

taxes on interest would be coupled with transfer of the associated tax revenue to the home

country of the investor. Of course, the system presupposes that the foreign tax authority

not only collects taxes, but also is willing to transfer the revenue abroad in case of foreign

investors; the incentives to undertake these functions would not be strong.ls

Other suggestions are possible. A large part of the bank and enterprise gross capital

income providing the basis for the payment of interest on deposits, company bonds etc.

in principle can be taxed more directly, namely at the level of production instead of the

saver. This points in the direction of the Comprehensive Business Income Tax (CBIT) (see

Cnossen (1996)). The CBIT includes the remuneration of firms' debt on the same basis

as remuneration of equity in the tax on business income. Instead of deducting interest on

debt, firms simply also pay a tax on interest on debt; conversely, such interest would no

longer be subject to tax at the personal level, so that the personal income tax on capital

income becomes superfluous.

The transition to a CBIT, if chosen, would not be an easy one. Firms might legitimately

tsThis is also the reason why have we ignored such transfers in our model oC the minimum withholding

tax above.
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fear that the compulsory taxation of interest on debt at the level of the firm will lead to

an increase in the cost of debt finance (in that the before tax interest rate would not

decline by enough). Further, opting for a CBIT is difficult in those countries where the

marginal personal income tax rate applicable to interest is considerably higher than the

corporate income tax rate (Cnossen (1996)). Finally, however, the potential evasion and

circumvention problems associated with a CBIT would probably be mitigated, if a CBIT

were adopted in the entire EU.

The main reason for considering a minimum withholding tax is the evasion of interest

taxation. However, there seems to be no definitive evidence of the extent of such evasion in

Europe. 'Episodic' evidence, related to the German tax experiments with "Quellensteuer"

in 1991 and "Zinsabschlagsteuer" since 1993, is discussed in Janeba and Peters (1996),

and Alworth (1996). Kazemier (1991) and Frank (1991) estimate figures for the evasion

of interest taxation occurring in the Neterlands prior to that country's introduction of a

general reporting system. And Weichenrieder (1996) gives an account of Germany's fight

against avoidance of various capital income taxes. The common message of these and

other studies seems to be that evasion phenomena in the area of capital income taxation

are sufficiently important to constitute a major problem for tax authorities in industrialized

countries.

Unfortunately, this is not the only difficulty in the area of capital income taxation these

days; the predominant asymmetric treatment of debtors and creditors (often institutional

investors) also reduces the revenue from such taxation. In view of these and other prob-

lems in taxing capital income, Gordon (1996) proposes to abolish the capital income tax

completely. Instead, he favors installing a comprehensive labor income tax in the form of

a cash flow tax on business, coupled with a personal tax on wages (and royalties etc.).

The EU has not yet taken any significant action against the evasion of interest taxation

in Member States. The Commission, though, remains worried about the erosion of the

more mobile tax bases stemming from tax competition between members, and from the

development of a parallel economy (through the relocation of tax bases towards the black

economy). Therefore, it is "looking into the question of whether a minimum rate of effective

taxation throughout the Union, which should be set at a level that would not be liable to

drive businesses or wealth out of the EU, would help to achieve the necessary stabilization

of revenue from the different types of taxation." (European Commission (1996, press release

pp. 1-2)) Accordingly, the minimum withholding tax idea may be given a new lease on

life.
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Appendix: Stackelberg equilibrium in the model

:~s an alternative to the `ash tvithholding tax equilibrium we can consider a Stackelberg

withholding tax eyuilibrium, with the typical E7r countr}', :~. as the leader and the inside

tax haven. B, as the follower. This Stackelberg equilibrium is arguably just as sensible as

the `ash equilibrium.

Country B's tax rate, as before, is given by the reaction ftmction (15). given comitry

a~s tax rate. Country A sets its tax rate taking due account of how the inside tax hacen

responds to ~1's withholding tax. The surplus in country A as before is e;icen by (1G1.

Substituting for tB from (1~). we proceed to soh'e for country A's optimal tax rate. ta. as

follows

t.a - ~PQ (`1P.a (7 f ~) -,. - 33)~-t~4Pe"r'3(Pn - 1)

-(b,a -~')pe(?pa(-~ t 3) f(-, - a))-d'(~(2p.4 - 1)~'?pa(.jf-;)1 ll-~i

The qualitative properties of the optimal tax in a are as before (cfr. (13)). High calucs

of the ~ICPFs in the two countries. and low ~'alues of the profit margins. point in the

direction of a positi~'e and sizeable tax, and vice ~'ersa.

`ext. expressions (1~) and (1:~) together yield the optimal tax, tg, for country B

t~ - ~Pe (~P.a("r f 3) - -r - 3.i) ,~~-r ~2~Pe7 ( 7 - ;~) (P.t - 1)

~-(ó,a-b`)Pe(Pa-1)~~~~-3z~-b'(~~~(3p,~-1)~-pQ~l~-3~~fd?íP.a-1)~~ 12-~)

Again. this equation is qualitaticely similar to the vash tax formula (18) for B. .~ high

profit margin of banks in tax havens specifically points in the direction of a loiv (or negati~'e)

withholding tax in B. and ~'ice ~-ersa.

The Vash tax formulas (18) and (19) and the Stackelberg tax formulas (lA) and (3.~)

are sufficiently cornplex to prevent any clear insight as to the relatice size of tax rates

in a given country in the two equlibria. ~~~e therefore present some numerical sirnulations

performed with the same parameter values as in section ~ above, i.e. with :ï -.0~1. n~ -.10.

ó,~ -.002. d' -.001, p.q - 1.~, pa - 1.~, and r~ - .02. Table A1 gi~'es the ensuing

Stackelberg withholding tax rates, the extent of cross-border financial transactions and

national surpluses in cotmtries :1 and B.

The withholding taxes in both countries are seen to be somewhat higher in the Stack-

elberg equilibrium than in the `tash equilibrium in section 5. Further, table al shows the

consequences for national surpluses in the rivo countries when B is forced to raise its with-

holding tax, while country A optimally responds to this. Letting country B raise its tax

rate above the Stackelberg value destroys the rationale for the initial Stackelberg behavior
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on the part of countrv A. In response, country A reverts to its tiash reaction function as

given in (1 ï). Overall, a similar pattern of welfare deterioration in the tax haven and wel-

fare improvenx:nt in the typical Eli country emerges as in section ~. Indeed, with positive

slope of reaction functions and higher withholding tax rates in the Stackelberg equilibrium

than in the `ash outcome, country ~1 strictly prefers jumping back to its reaction func-

tion at an unchanged or higher withholding tax rate in country B, as compared to the

Stackelberg equilibrium.



Figure 1: The destination of deposits
by country A households
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Figure 2: Net interest earnings of households
and the parameter h
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Figure 3: Total borrowing costs of firms
and the parameter f
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Figure 4: The Nash withholding tax equilibrium
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Table 1: The effects of forced increases in tb from Nash equilibrium

tA
tB
hi
h2
ho
fi
Pn
Ps
Pc
Sn
SB
dSAldtB
Note:

equilibrium 20oro 40oro ó0oro 80oro 20oro 40oro ó0oro 80oro
Initial Nash Ilncrease in tb with no response in ta Ilncrease in tb with reaction in ta:

0,009444

0,002776

0,046268

0,191699

0,104440

0,05

0,003517

0,000145

0,000046

0,002347

0,000711

0,258719

0,009444 0,009444 0,009444 0,009444

0,003331 0,003886 0,004442 0,004997

0,055521 0,064775 0,074028 0,083282

0,177819 0,163938 0,150058 0, I 36178

0, I 04440 0, I 04440 0,104440 0,104440

0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05

0,003544 0,003572 0,003600 0,003628

0,000122 0,000099 0,000076 0,000053

0,000056 0,000065 0,000074 0,000083

0,002497 0,002660 0,002836 0,003025

0,000693 0,000639 0,000549 0,000423

0,009583 0,009722 0,009860 0,009999

0,003331 0,003886 0,004442 0,004997

0,055521 0,064775 0,074028 0,083282

0,181289 0,170878 0,160468 0,150058

0,105828 0,107216 0,108604 0,109992

0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05

0,003537 0,003558 0,003579 0,003600

0,000126 0,000106 0,000086 0,000067

0,000056 0,000065 0,000074 0,000083

0,002498 0,002662 0,002840 0,003032

0,000712 0,000683 0,000624 0,000534

(3-0.04, ~-0.10, 8n-0.002, 5-0.00 I, pn-1.5, pts-1.4,11-0.02



Table Al : The effects of forced increases in tg from Stackelberg equilibrium

tn
ta
h~
hz
ho
f~
Pa
Ps
Pc
SA
SB
dSA~dtR
Note:

Initial ~Increase in tB with reaction in tn:

Stackelberg
equilibrium ~ 200~0 40a~o 600~o SOo~o

0,01 1447

0,003377

0,056283

0,226751
0,124470

0,05

0,003447

0,000170

0,000056

0,002425

0,000976

0,216156

0,009763 0,009932 0,010101 0,010270

0,004052 0,004728 0,005403 0,006079

0,067539 0,078796 0,090052 0,1 O l 309

0, I 67768 0,1551 OS 0, I 42441 0,129778

0, l 07631 0,1093 I 9 0,1 1 1008 0,1 12696

0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05

0,003564 0,003590 0,003615 0,003640

0,000100 0,000076 0,000052 0,000028

0,000068 0,000079 0,000090 0,000101

0,002714 0,002937 0,003181 0,003446

0,000669 0,000581 0,000449 0,000271

(3-0.04, y-0.1, Sn-0.002, S-O.OOI, p:~-1.5, pi;-1.4, r1-0.02
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